
The Flesh and the Fiends

Peter Cushing Centenary

In Brief

Edinburgh, the 1820s. Dr. Knox (Peter Cushing) is a dedicated teacher of anatomy
who fights the prejudices of his ignorant colleagues while stressing a totally
pragmatic and progressive approach to both medicine and politics. His successful
assistant Dr. Mitchell (Dermot Walsh), niece Martha (June Laverick) and less
successful student Chris Jackson (John Cairney) all worry in the knowledge or
suspicion that Dr. Knox is accepting corpses from bodysnatchers whose sources
are dubious at best. Street sharps Burke (George Rose) and Hare (Donald
Pleasence) bring in dissection subjects like clockwork. Even though the bodies are
unusually fresh and some bear marks of violence, Knox prefers to turn a blind eye,
while 'ressurectionists' Burke and Hare are becoming more daring and less choosy
about who they choose to turn into instant study cadavers.

- Glenn Erickson, www.dvdtalk.com

UK | 1960 | 97 minutes

1828, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Dr. Robert Knox (Peter Cushing) is a driven man who will use any and all
means to improve medical procedure and train a new breed of highly
skilled Doctors and Surgeons.

To this end he is happy to use the service of ‘Resurrection Men’…Grave
robbers…to get him the fresh corpses he needs to further his
experiments, as the legal supply of the bodies of executed criminals is
few, and far between and they are often very ripe once they get to the
Doctor’s slab.

One such medical student of Knox’s is Chris Jackson (John Cairney) who is struggling in his studies despite the extra help the Doctor
is giving him. A situation made worse when he catches the eye of feisty good time girl and some-time prostitute Mary (Billie Whitelaw).

Meanwhile, with the help of his uncertain but loyal assistant Dr. Mitchell (Dermot Walsh), who is currently courting Knox's niece
Martha (June Laverick), Dr. Knox secretly experiments on the bodies brought to him by the unscrupulous, Irish immigrant, body
snatchers Burke (George Rose) and Hare (Donald Pleasence).

When a chance opportunity sees Burke and Hare able to deliver a newly dead corpse to Knox for an even bigger fee, the two men take
it upon themselves to ensure all their corpses are of such fresh quality by murdering those unfortunate enough to cross the threshold
of their lodging house that they run with Burke’s equally nasty Wife, Helen (Renee Houston, “Repulsion“).

Soon though things start to spiral out of control and the already besieged Knox finds himself drawn into direct complicity with Burke
and Hare and their dastardly crimes….

Director John Gilling ("The Mummy's Shroud") had walked the shadowy Edinburgh streets before with the notorious real life grave
robbers Burke and Hare in 1948‘s Tod Slaughter vehicle “Horror Maniacs”, for which he wrote the screenplay. The film ran into ’national
sensitivity’ censor trouble though and the characters of ‘Knox’, ‘Burke’ and ‘Hare’ had to all have their names changed by re-dubbing
the entire film! No such problems were forthcoming in 1960 though and Gilling had Leon Griffith alter his original “Maniacs” screenplay
so it would morph into “The Flesh and the Fiends”. And they've created one hell of a script in the process.

A wonderfully atmospheric (wobbly tombstone aside) graveyard opening
signposts the pretty strong images the film will show us as we watch a
corpse being dug up. For a film of this time it's quite shocking to actually
see the stiff, burial shroud dressed, corpse being dragged from it's earthen
bed, the dead eyes staring into the night. 

In fact the film, like indeed Knox himself, treats the many corpses we see
as so much meat and matter of factly displays them laid out on slabs,
hauled around , dropped, dumped and coldly tossed into brine filled tanks
with surprising explicitness.

Actually the violence in the film, is like those aforementioned shots of the
corpses as it's explicit in detail and cold blooded in attitude. The
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smothering of an old woman is extremely
uncomfortable viewing due to the (relatively
as far as film's go) extended time it takes her
to die and the shots of her bulging, terrified
eyes staring out above the grimy hand that is
killing her. The cruelty is heightened also by
Hare's gloating mockery of her stifled
struggles.

This being the longer 'Continental Print' we
not only have this extra smattering of
violence but the odd exposed breast here and
there as well. Something that still looks weird
in a gothic, black and white, British film.

Such moments are most welcome though as
the violence honestly documents the way
Burke and Hare kill and essays this violent

period in history in general and the nudity adds a touch of authentic sleaze to the dingy bars and smoky back rooms. And the nude
scenes are used in such a way that they feel naturally part of the film and not crude, after the fact, additions. Something helped by the
appearance of the main actors in them.

The sets are wonderfully crafted and the Edinburgh set itself is large and detailed allowing for some nice crowd scenes. In fact, a briefly
blinking corpse and that rocking tombstone aside, the film is technically as sharp as the acting performances in it.

And yes, above all this is an actor’s film.

Under a subtle make-up appliance that makes one eyelid droops, this is Peter Cushing in fine and eloquent form as the morally complex
Knox (like his Baron Frankenstein, only without the murderous urges) and the charged scenes with his fellow Doctors are an absolute
joy as he calmly rips into their pomposity and shreds reputations with his barbed wit and a daring attitude towards speaking the truth
no matter how much it shames these men of professional standing.

The viewer's skin tingles with delight as Cushing circles his prey, his hands clasped behind his back, letting loose poison dart after
poison dart of masterly exhaled truths and hard facts at the men who would take him on, piecing darts that strike home each time and
kill just a little bit more of the grandiose self-worth that these blustering fools pump themselves up with.

It's prime Cushing and shows just how great he was at not just delivering his lines, but also in his mastery of the frame as he ensures
the audiences eyes are nowhere else other than on his prowling form. And it has to be acknowledged that the script by John Gilling
and Leon Griffiths bristles with the kind of dialogue any actor would love.

"Croak your miserable way to the Law courts, if you dare! I shall meet you on the steps with a torchlight to scorch into your souls, and leave
them bare as a warning to your future victims!

Now if you would be so good to incline your heads to the right you will observe the door...please use it".

Utterly wonderful!

Only when he finally feels dead weight of Burke and Hare's crimes on his shoulders does this confident front crumble, and here we have
another side of Cushing's ability, to essay the soft spoken delivery of a damaged man.

Knox is given some grand dialogue throughout the entire film in fact.

Be it comic slights like "Oh yes, Parliament. With 500 walking corpses there you'd think they could spare one. The member for Edinburgh
would do nicely", or those withering speeches as Cushing delivers the astute views and cutting remarks of his character with all the
skill of a surgeon's knife.

A prime example is during a dinner party when he is arguing that the 'resurrection men' do a valuable job in getting corpses to Doctors
so they can experiment and learn.

A nearby Reverend states that it is a desecration of the soul to unearth the dead from their hallowed ground. To which Knox replies:

Knox: "I can show you the heart dear Reverend. can you show me the soul"?

Rev: "It is there".

Knox: "Where? Beneath the armpit, between the eyes, deep in the abdomen"?

Rev: "Just because you can't see it does not disprove it's existence".

Guest: "After all, you can't see a thought".
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Knox: "No. But you try having one without a brain"!

As we can see Knox is no man of God, although he obviously
keeps an open mind. But if he does believe in some Higher
Being he sees it as an outer force that has no meaning to the
inner workings of mankind and it's society.

There is no place for God in an operating room where a
Surgeon's hard learnt scientific knowledge of the human
body can kill or cure. And if God’s supposed will, as preached
by his earthly apostles, stands in the way of learning then
death can be swifter and more certain than any supposed
celestial lightning bolt could ever be.

The other Doctors are essayed as the complete opposites of
Knox. They would never be so open in their use grave robbing
and would draw the line at handling suspiciously fresh corpses, Heaven forbid!

But their callous attitude towards their patients and their willingness to shrug off, (or even cover up) , moments of glaring
incompetence that cost people their lives are just as immoral.

The plain fact is that despite Knox using the services of grave robbers and knowingly accepting murdered bodies for his experiments...it
is he you would want operating on you and not the others!

George Rose and Donald Pleasence (here still very much up and coming) are in wonderful form as the pitch black comedy creations
of Burke and Hare. The matter of fact brutality of their murders, as they happily pocket Knox's money as their latest victim stares up
from a crate at their feet, makes them a couple of true grotesques and Pleasence in particular is in fine impish form as a man who
willingly dances on the dead to ensure he is first at the bar with a murderous glint in his eye.

The sub-plot involving Jackson and Mary seems of little importance to the main plot at first and does takes screen-time away from the
more interesting Knox, Burke and Hare characters. But this aspect of the story becomes slightly more important later on and really it's
only because Cushing, Pleasence and Rose (and their characters) are so fascinating to spend time with that we initially resent their
encroachment on the main body snatcher plot.

Billie Whitelaw (a genuinely sexy firebrand in her youth) is very good though as the desperate prostitute who wants to break out of
the drudgery of her life on the more socially acceptable arm of Chris Jackson. Her speech during a backroom orgy is expertly delivered
with all that passion she would bring to all her later roles.

In all this is a superbly acted slice of gothic melodrama and shock. And it’s an absolute must see for any Peter Cushing fans as he gives
one of his finest performances ever.

- www.beardyfreak.com
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The Brides of Dracula

Peter Cushing Centenary

In Brief

Marianne Danielle, a young schoolteacher on her way to take up a position in
Transylvania, is abandoned in a village by her coach driver. She ignores the
warnings of the locals and accepts an offer from the Baroness Meinster to spend
the night at her castle. At the castle, she meets The Baroness’s handsome son
whom the Baroness keeps chained up. He tells Marianne how the Baroness has
usurped his rightful lands and pleads with her to free him. She does so, unaware
that he is a vampire. Meinster then proceeds to vampirize his mother and comes
after Marianne as she journeys on to her school. Luckily for her, Dr Van Helsing is
in the area, hunting down the disciples of Dracula.

- Richard Scheib

UK | 1960 | 85 minutes

After the massive success of Horror of Dracula in 1958, Hammer
Films was keen on making a sequel - even when Christopher Lee
was not set to return to the role of Count Dracula. Nonetheless,
filming began on a sequel that carried on without Dracula and
surprisingly became one of the best sequels in the entire
Hammer horror cannon. Ladies and gentlemen - I present
Terence Fisher's The Brides of Dracula.

Taking place sometime after the events of the first film (and,
hence, the death of Count Dracula), a narrator informs us that
we are in Transylvania - still home to 'magic and devilry'. We join
a young school teacher named Marianne (played by the
gorgeous Yvonne Monlaur) en route to her new place of
employment. She finds herself stranded at an inn along the way
when her superstitious coachman, overcome with fear, leaves
her unexpectedly just before sunset. After being invited to stay the night at the home of a local Baroness who hears of her plight, she
ends up being coaxed into releasing the imprisoned Baron Meinster (David Peel) - an evil vampire disciple of Dracula himself who
convinces her he is the victim of the Baroness' treachery and not the sick man she has made him out to be. Horrified and confused when
his release sets off utter chaos within the castle, Marianne flees into the woods and soon falls unconscious there. The next morning,
she is found by none other than Dr. Van Helsing (the outstanding Peter Cushing, reprising his role from the previous film), who offers
to take her on to her school and takes great interest in her story. Having returned to the village after her safe arrival, he finds that there
is indeed a vampire at work there and he quickly educates the locals and takes measures to stop the evil before it spreads. Eventually,
the good doctor finds himself face to face with the evil Baron in a harrowing showdown at a decrepit old windmill.  

Terence Fisher's direction is in top form, with breathtaking shots and set-pieces that words just can't do proper justice to. Certain
interior and exterior shots of the Meinster estate (particularly those from Marianne's room down on the Baron below) show a sense

of spatial reasoning and visual depth that not many filmmakers
ever attempt, much less achieve. The exterior shots of the
windmill in the film's climax are both iconic and awe-inspiring,
mingling the decrepit mill itself with a staged foreground and a
threatening night sky to great effect. In fact, the entire picture is
filmed with the polished and dignified look of a gothically
beautiful Hollywood classic, each frame and scene carrying a
humble sense of utter greatness in a wonderfully British-Gothic
style.

Peter Cushing plays the role of our hero Dr. Van Helsing, turning
out such a fine performance that for most of the film you forget
there is no Dracula here. His character is the epitome of noble
goodness, a quick-witted and truly formidable force for
righteousness. His delivery is sharp and intelligent, his demeanor
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mild but unbreakable. When he sees evidence of evil at
hand, he does everything within his power to stop it
without question and we, as the audience, do not question
him. The Van Helsing character is almost always an
important part of stories in which he appears, though he is
often portrayed as a little stale and stiff. However, in the
beyond capable hands of Cushing, Van Helsing seems fresh
and exciting in a way that no other performer comes close
to matching. I would have enjoyed a series of solo Van
Helsing adventures lead by Cushing; it is a shame that he
did not return to the role until many years later.

David Peel plays the heavy, the monstrously conniving
Baron Meinster, with the evil glee of a demented child who
suffers from a twisted personality disorder. When the
moment calls for it, he is charming and vulnerable; at other
times, he is vicious and remorseless, a truly terrible and
manipulative force to be reckoned with. Though capable
of great evil like his forebear, the Baron is something of a
direct counterpoint to Christopher Lee's more brooding

Count - instead of forcing his way in, he charms his way in to strike and serves as much as a twisted suitor of sorts to Marianne as he
is a victimizer. Within the confines of the story, Peel's characterization works perfectly and serves as a memorable monstrous villain
in classic film - a powerful, but slippery monster whose real threat is as human as it is supernatural. 

The wily housemaid, Greta, is essayed by the hilariously over the top Freda Jackson with such zeal and energy that she actually manages
to be funny and scary at the same time - something not many people can successfully pull off on both ends. The character herself is
obviously a little cracked, having been put in the compromising situation of keeping a terrible secret while living in constant fear of it
- only to see that terrible thing escape after so many years and become a fully realized threat to everything and everyone she knows.
Given that, her portrayal is perfectly fitted to a character that is equal parts cold responsibility and wild, unwavering insanity. In the
scene where she scolds Marianne for releasing the Baron, she carries out her serious words of bereavement with a constant chuckle
that soon grows into outright hysterical laughter. The effect is again comical, but also quite chilling and adds flavor to the otherwise
straight performances around her.

The other supporting players all handle their roles well, if not necessarily with excellence: as is the case with many of Hammer Film's
leading ladies, Yvonne Monlaur is far more valuable as eye candy than for any true dramatic talent, but she does manage to hold things
together until Van Helsing arrives to carry the weight of the story; Martita Hunt's Baroness carries the air of sinister nobility and devious
intentions well, though she is nowhere near as captivating as our hero or villain. The rest of the cast is mere fodder to fill out the
spaces around our leads, but as such there is no particular standout who really fails at their role or detracts from the overall picture.
There is much to be said for mediocrity when it is in its proper place...

What is truly striking about this film is the superb script by the writing team of Peter Bryan, Edward Percy, the legendary Jimmy
Sangster, and an uncredited Anthony Hinds. Successfully continuing the story of Dracula without the Count himself is quite a feat in
itself, but that is only the tip of the proverbial iceberg. Within this story, we are treated to such creative nuances as Van Helsing's
surprisingly painful (though ultimately successful) cure for a vampire bite and a never before seen way of dispatching the villain. The
premise itself stems from family secrets and power plays amongst the rich and powerful that add an extra layer of dread to a film
already full of atmosphere and horror. To take it a step further, one could even see more than a hint of dire social commentary in the
basic concept of dark secrets within the powers that be leading to a town full of people who have simply become accustomed to
living in fear - a bold political statement that has become even truer in more modern times. Alongside hints of a somewhat Oedipal
relationship between the Baroness and her cursed son and the Baroness' story arc of falling from grace and ultimately choosing
righteous redemption, there is much to be seen in this story beyond a simple, topical
horror yarn - a true mark of definitive classic horror at its finest.

If you have not already seen Brides of Dracula, you are doing yourself an immeasurable
disservice as a horror fan and should immediately rectify such a horrendous oversight. This
film is loaded with everything that makes a classic film truly classic - from some terrificly
iconic performances and characterizations to a story that works on multiple levels as few
films can. This is a crowning achievement in the stellar careers of Fisher and Cushing, and
even Hammer as a whole that is sure to satisfy even after repeated viewings - from the
creepy opening narrative to the awe-inspiring climax, Brides of Dracula simply delivers and
can not be overlooked.

- Shaughn Ander,  www.classic-horror.com
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Cash on Demand

Peter Cushing Centenary

In Brief

Cash on Demand was one of Hammer’s best non-horror subjects. Scripted by
Lewis Greifer and David T. Chantler from the play by Jacques Gillies, the compelling
little thriller is tautly directed by Quentin Lawrence, who makes the most of the
restricted settings and the inevitably low budget. Cash on Demand was
inexplicably held back for a couple of years before quietly doing duty as a second
feature, principally no doubt because of its short (66 minute) running time.

It stars Peter Cushing in one of his rare non-horror roles as a stuffy suburban bank
manager who gets taken in by a high class robber (Andre Morell) posing as an
insurance investigator. Cushing is forced to empty the vaults for the man who
holds his family hostage. Driven by excellent performances from Cushing, Morell
and supporting player Richard Vernon, the film is told entirely without direct
violence yet thick with the claustrophobic atmosphere of menace and tense
confrontation.

www.britmovie.co.uk

UK | 1962 | 66 minutes

Cash On Demand is a charming departure from the Mid-
European gothic locale for which Hammer were best known. It
appeared at a time when producer Michael Carreras was
having some success in steering Hammer towards a more
diverse range of films and the intention to differentiate this
from the popular conception of Hammer is signified by the
decision to shoot in black and white. The monochrome
cinematography of Arthur Grant is crisp and concise and
affords the film a sense of style and atmosphere very different
to the gothic horrors -  and the tone of the picture also
separates it from the psychological thrillers to which Hammer
would give greater attention as the 1960’s progressed. The film
marked a return for Hammer to the tactic of adapting a
television success - in this case a 1960 episode of Theatre 70
written by Jacques Gillies. With some wisdom Hammer chose to retain Andre Morell from the television show, and in a piece of casting
genius pitted him against Peter Cushing.

Cushing’s interpretation of the bank manager Fordyce has to be considered one of his finest performances. In his total oblivion to the
festive period and his less than charitable attitude to his staff the character and his recuperation at the end evokes Charles Dickens’ A
Christmas Carol. Our first sight of Fordyce sees him polishing up the plaque outside the bank and removing his dirty shoes before
stepping into the bank. Cushing brings to the role all kinds of tics and mannerisms to build up the officious and fastidious nature of the
character. He is constantly adjusting his tie and pursing his lips, gazing at his staff through spectacles in barely disguised contempt. He
rules the bank with an iron fist, disapproves of the idea of a staff party, and puts terrible pressure on his put upon number two Pearson

(Richard Vernon). Cushing is marvellous and does everything within
his repertoire to make Fordyce an overly efficient, stiff, and
thoroughly dislikeable management figure, the like of which most of
us have encountered in our working lives.

At this point Cash On Demand is a series of petty incidents
highlighting in small ways the character of Fordyce, but this is thrown
into brilliantly sharp relief by the arrival of gentleman thief Hepburn
(Andre Morell) who blackmails Fordyce into assisting in the robbing
of his own bank. We soon discover that beneath the icy exterior
Fordyce is an incredibly insecure individual who is well aware of his
unpopularity and only too self-conscious of the fact that he exists in
a hollow and friendless world with only his wife and son for support.
Hepburn on the other hand is everything that Fordyce isn’t. He is
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charming, amusing, cultured and intelligent and in posing as a representative of an
insurance company takes an interest in the staff that Fordyce neglects. Their only similarity
lies in their meticulousness to detail. Although Fordyce insists that Hepburn is nothing more
than a common criminal and has no right to sit in moral judgement, it becomes increasingly
clear that Hepburn’s attitude to his fellow man places him on a higher plane to Fordyce.
Hepburn is there to steal £97,000 but also to dish out a harsh lesson to the insular and job
obsessed Fordyce. He does this by preying on his emotional weaknesses but also by picking
apart the network of barriers that Fordyce has constructed in order to keep a distance from
his staff.

The chemistry between the performers is excellent. Only briefly does Hepburn’s charming
exterior falter when he strikes Fordyce for being deceitful. And Cushing really comes into
his own when Fordyce is forced to rely on the charity and mercy of the very staff he has
mistreated. With just a look in the eyes Cushing communicates beautifully the emotional
cost that Fordyce is paying and the surprised gratitude at the unthinking assistance of his
staff. The relief is palpable and throughout his ordeal Fordyce seems to shrink to little more
than a husk, but on the news that the police have been investigating Hepburn for some
time and that his wife and child are unharmed, Fordyce once again assumes an air of quiet
authority. But this time it is tempered with a new found awareness for the struggles and
needs of his fellow man and an excitement at the prospect of attending the Christmas party
to thank the staff that have now become his friends.

The production design by Bernard Robinson is of particular note. The film is entirely studio
bound and the bank setting is well evoked. Fordyce’s office is spacious and uncluttered

offering a reflection of the man himself. If there is one criticism of Cash On Demand then it lies in the rather static means of its cinematic
expression. This aspect of the adaptation from television to cinema comes across strongly and very few of the cinematic devices
utilised in the production of the film add to the overall effect. This is all about performance, delivery, and dialogue. The direction by
Quentin Lawrence, who would later go on to direct The Secret of Blood Island (1964) for Hammer is unfussy and efficient which is a
perfect for a film devoid of the spectacle most commonly associated with Hammer. Cash On Demand is a delight and is very worthy
of the esteem it is now held in and proved yet again that Hammer’s bow had many strings. 

http://sonofcelluloid.blogspot.co.uk
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Captain Clegg AKA Night Creatures

Peter Cushing Centenary

In Brief

In this engaging costume melodrama of skulduggery on the low seas set back in
the 18th-century, the Royal Crown suspects a bit of smuggling is going on in this
locale, and they send Captain Collier (Patrick Allen) and his crew to check it out.
As the Captain gets into his investigation, mysterious swamp phantoms cloud up
the real issue which seems plain enough to see. Captain Collier suspects that the
odd village vicar, the Reverend Dr Blyss (Peter Cushing) might be hiding
something, and what better way to do that than by fortuitous ghosts to scare
away the curious, or by posing as someone he is not? Solid support comes from
the likes of Jack MacGowran, Michael Ripper and Oliver Reed.

Cushing’s enthusiasm for the role was such that he sketched detailed costume
designs for his character and scripted an unrealised sequel.

UK | 1962 | 80 minutes

Hammer’s dalliance with pirate films began in 1961 with the release of
The Pirates of Blood River, starring venerated horror film icon
Christopher Lee, 7th Voyage of Sinbad‘s Kerwin Mathews, and Hammer
bit player Michael Ripper in a rare feature role. Hammer’s production
values were never higher than they were in the first half of the 1960s,
where seemingly everything they touched came out looking astounding,
and The Pirates of Blood River benefits from Hammer’s attention to detail
— not to mention from venerated horror film icon Christopher Lee in one
of his best Hammer performances and a chance to see Michael Ripper
doing more than playing “the suspicious barkeep.”

It also starred young Oliver Reed, for whom 1960-1961 was an
exceptionally good year. His first film as the lead — Curse of the
Werewolf — came out in 1960, and he was charged with the task of supporting the film entirely on his own, in the middle of a Hammer
horror frenzy that was defined almost entirely by Cushing and venerated horror film icon Christopher Lee. For Oliver Reed, a totally
untested leading man, to be trusted with the lead in Hammer’s first color horror film that didn’t star Cushing or venerated horror film
icon Christopher Lee was both a tremendous opportunity and a huge gamble. It paid off, though, and although Curse of the Werewolf
never attained the iconic status of the Dracula and Frankenstein films, it became one of the most respected. From there, Reed was
paired with venerated horror film icon Christopher Lee for The Pirates of Blood River, and then, that same year appeared alongside
Peter Cushing in Captain Clegg, the second of Hammer’s pirate outings. But while The Pirates of Blood River was a somewhat more
traditional swashbuckler, Captain Clegg is a crazy mix of pirate, horror, and detective films.

Things start off piratey enough, with the mutilation and stranding of a crew member (Milton Reid — one of those actors you know by
sight if not by name) for attacking the wife of the captain, a mysterious and ruthless pirate by the name of Clegg. Leaving the dastardly
crewman to his fate sans food, water, ears, or tongue, the film then skips ahead a number of years to the remote British town of
Dymchurch, which is being visited by no-nonsense British Navy captain Collier (Patrick Allen and his magnificently manly chin — only
Chuck Conners stands a chance against him) who suspects the small hamlet of being an offloading center for liquor smugglers. But
Dymchurch hardly seems to be a den of smugglers and rapscallions, populated as it is by jolly coffin makers (Michael Ripper), upstanding
squires (Derek Francis), upstanding squire’s sons (Oliver Reed), and the benign local parson, Blyss (Peter Cushing). Collier, however,
is an experienced hand at flushing out smugglers, so he’s hardly taken in by innocent looks alone. However, a number of surprise
inspections and raids lead to nothing but property damage and the ruffling of the town Squire’s feathers as Collier and his men accuse
various townsfolk of ill doings only to come up empty handed every time. At this point, the film resembles a thriller or mystery far more
than it does a pirate adventure.

Parson Blyss himself remains cordial with the captain, reminding the townsfolk that the man is just doing his job, but even the kindly
parson is offput when he is attacked by one of Collier’s crew — the very man stranded and mutilated by Clegg, it turns out. Collier
apparently discovered the man shortly after Clegg abandoned him, as Collier was hot on the trail of the pirate at the time. Since then,
they’d kept him on as a crewman for heavy lifting, menial tasks, and amusement, even though the former pirate is prone to getting
drunk and attacking people. Collier’s pursuit of Clegg, ironically enough, ended in Dymchurch, where the wily pirate was finally captured
and hanged, Blyss himself delivering the final rites and convincing the local church to allow Clegg a proper burial in exchange for an
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apparent change of heart the pirate had while incarcerated. Plus,
Blyss just likes to believe int he good of everyone.

Clegg isn’t the only dead man causing Collier. Legend has it that
the marshes around Dymchurch are haunted by phantoms. In fact,
a man was recently killed by them. Collier, ever the enlightened
man of reason, sees little reason to believe in the phantoms, and
in fact he is highly suspicious of them since the man most recently
killed by them happened to be Collier’s own man, who had
previously tipped the captain off to the smuggling going on in
Dymchurch. And it isn’t very long before the viewer is clued in to
the fact that smuggling is going on, and pretty much the entire
town is in on it. Blyss is the brains behind the operation, coffin
maker Mipps the operations man, and any daring-do that needs
to be performed is handled by the Squire’s son and lookout, Harry
Cobtree. Using a series of secret compartments and tunnels
centering around the church and Mipps’ coffin shop, the town
regularly runs illegal French wine, even under the very nose of

Collier. The phantoms — glowing skeletal horsemen — are, naturally, just members of the local smuggling ring, who find the threat
of ghostly marsh phantoms to be advantageous to the smuggling profession.

Things start to get complicated for our merry smugglers not just because Collier is so persistent in his investigations, but also because
one of their member is lusting after a barmaid, Imogene (Yvonne Romaine), who is in love with Harry Cobtree. In a drunken rage, he
attacks the young woman and, when rebuffed, reveals to her than she is actually the daughter of the notorious Captain Clegg, and that
furthermore, he is willing to expose the smuggling operation to Collier. Imogene is terrified by the revelation that she is Clegg’s
daughter, for fear that this knowledge will spoil her in the eyes of young Harry, who should already be forbidden from her on account
of their different classes. But Harry is hardly phased by such outdated constraints, and Imogene discovers that he and Blyss already
knew she was Clegg’s daughter. Blyss, sensing that Collier is close to unraveling their smuggling plot, begins arranging for Harry and
Imogene to be wed then escape the town before the net is drawn closed around them. When Harry is wounded while serving as
lookout for one of the operations, Collier launches an all-out attack on the smugglers, but Blyss and Mipps are his equal, and a game
of cat and mouse ensues that comes to a dramatic end inside Blyss’ chapel.

Despite the fact that the revelation at the end of the movie is hardly a surprise, Night Creatures succeeds in being a cracking good yarn
that draws its suspense not from the solving of the mystery — the smugglers are all named very early in the film — but by developing
those people as characters then allowing you to revel in the race and maneuvering against Collier. Captain Clegg was originally meant
to be called Dr. Syn, a remake of an earlier film which itself was based on Russell Thorndike’s novel, Dr. Syn. But by a strange
coincidence, Disney happened to develop an interest in this otherwise forgotten novel and film from the 1930s at the same time as
Hammer. Needless to say, Hammer wasn’t in a position to challenge Disney, who had already obtained the rights to the Syn title and
character. However, Disney was willing to play ball with Hammer, and aside from requiring that they change the name of the title
character, Disney was more than happy to allow Hammer to proceed with production.

Disney’s version, called The Scarecrow of Romney Marsh but also known as Dr. Syn Alias The Scarecrow, was released in 1963 and
featured Patrick McGoohan (of The Prisoner fame, among other things) in the lead role. Being a made of television movie, it was
decidedly more family-friendly than Hammer’s version, with its horse-mounted ghouls, exhumed bodies, mutilated pirates, and other
such trappings. 

Night Creature‘s script by Anthony Hinds (one of Hammer’s most reliable producers-turned-screenwriters) is expertly paced and hues
closely to the original film. Even though it never really becomes a swashbuckling adventure (although Peter Cushing does get to swing
from a chandelier) or a horror film, Hinds exploits the trappings of both genres to create a thrilling hybrid driven by strong characters
and solid British acting. Although Cushing is the star attraction (and rightfully so), most Hammer fans are overly delighted that Michael
Ripper gets such a meaty role. Ripper’s career is defined by tiny roles, almost always as a cranky innkeeper or barman who refuses to
give our hero a room for the night, then makes a horrified face when someone says the name Frankenstein or Dracula. Despite the
brevity of each of these roles, Ripper never gave anything that his absolute all. With Night Creatures, he gets a meaty role, and he makes
the most of it. In fact, despite Cushing being the headliner, the bulk of the on-screen action is in the hands of Ripper and young Oliver
Reed. Neither lets the film down, just as the script doesn’t let them down.

It’s hard to believe that Reed was so inexperienced an actor. He exhibits an easy charisma and likability that pulls you in and really makes
you care about the character. Reed’s career was a rocky and uneven one, owing primarily to a fondness for the drink. In the 1960s,
Hammer was hungry for someone young to augment the team of Cushing and venerated horror film icon Christopher Lee. Reed
seemed to fit the bill perfectly, and indeed after turns in Curse of the Werewolf, The Pirates of Blood River, Captain Clegg, and some
of Hammer’s psychological thrillers, it seemed like Hammer had a winner on their hands. Good looking, athletic, and possessed of
abundant charisma that could be channeled with equal skill into warmth, intensity, and pathos, Reed was a star on the rise. He was
even on the short list (which actually seems to have been very long, given the number of people that are always mentioned as having
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been on it) to replace Sean Connery as James Bond, and the thought of Oliver Reed in On Her Majesty’s Secret Service — well, I liked
Lazenby, and I love that movie, but had Reed been allowed to bring that deadly combination of charm and smoldering intensity to the
role, I think he would have done then what wasn’t really accomplished until Daniel Craig took over the role in Casino Royale.

Unfortunately for Reed, his professional successes were balanced with personal trials. Stormy marriages were one thing, but when
Reed was forced to endure endless barrages of questions about his drinking. Such interrogation by TV hosts and reporters often lead
to the actor losing his temper, and his reputation for a drunk and a hothead plagued him for years, even when he was still making quality
films. Unfortunately for Hammer, Reed never became the pair of shoulders that could carry the studio through tough times, as he
was by then on to different opportunities. The task of being Hammer’s “next big thing” then fell on the shoulders of Ralph Bates, who
certainly had the chops. But by the time Bates was on the Hammer scene, it was too late, and nothing was going to stop Hammer’s
collapse.

Reed enjoyed success throughout the 60s and into the 70s, but by the 1980s, his star had faded considerably. Reed seemed to take it
in stride. Although he continued drinking, he seemed happy to settle down to a relatively quiet life with his wife, at least until 1999 when
Ridley Scott came knocking and offered Reed a part in Gladiator. It ended up being one of those rare parts perfectly suited for reviving
the career of an old hand who had gone through stormy times and emerged older and wiser, ready to take on the role of elder
statesman. Sadly, it was not to be for Reed, and he died of heart failure during the making of the film. Still, it must have felt good to
be in the saddle again, and although it is done so posthumously, his role in Gladiator ended up being one of his best.

Of course, none of this praise for Ripper or Reed is meant to sell the rest of the cast short. It’s just that, in the case of Peter Cushing,
do you really need me to tell you how good he was? It’s Peter Cushing, for crying out loud! He was always good. As the resident piece
of Hammer glamour (I spell it with a “u” for England), Yvonne Romain doesn’t have terribly much to do other than look pretty (which
she does with ease — if not for Caroline Munroe, she might be the prettiest of all Hammer’s starlets), but I always found the Hammer
beauties to be as able at acting as they were at being eye candy, and when she’s given something to do, Romain is as solid as the rest
of the cast. She was already experienced with both period adventure films and horror, having appeared in such cult favorites as Circus
of Horrors, Curse of the Werewolf (where she co-starred alongside Oliver Reed), episodes of The Saint (which, granted, pretty much
every actor in England appeared in at some point), and Patrick McGoohan’s espionage series Danger Man.

And let’s not leave off poor ol’ square-jawed Patrick Allen as Captain Collier. It would have been easy for this film to make us root for
the smugglers by making Collier a grade A jerk, but instead, Collier is ever noble, if a bit stiff, and the smugglers are forced to make us
like them by force of their own character rather than depending on him as a foil. Collier is nothing other than completely honest and
straight-forward, a model officer of the British Navy. And Allen is perfectly cast, not just because he has that incredible jaw and an air
of authority. His accomplishments as an actor are too numerous to list, and long with Cushing, he’s probably the most experienced of
the cast members. He even showed up in the Japanese sci-fi film Gorath!

Director Peter Graham Scott wasn’t a Hammer films regular, working primarily in television, but he does an excellent job here with a
script that allows him to wander between creepiness (the marsh phantoms, the old windmill and the scarecrow) and adventure. This
is really an actor’s movie, though, as many Hammer films were, and the chief function of the director in these cases was to know what
he was doing and do it without getting in the way — which is exactly what Scott does. As such, he’s not a name a lot of people know,
but sometimes the best director for a movie is the one who can make you completely unaware of the director. He does lend the film
rather a unique look for Hammer films of the time by shooting on location and outdoors, rather than relying entirely on the Bray Studio
sound stages.

I’m looking forward to the release of Hammer’s other pirate films, because while this one may be tangential at best to the
swashbuckling genre, it still manages to be a superb adventure film with a real “boy’s own adventure” feel to it. What with long dead
pirates, ghosts in the swamp, scarecrows, secret passages, and smugglers, it could have easily been a Hardy Boys adventure. I feel a
bit guilty that I haven’t said more about Peter Cushing, but like I said, what more can you say? The man went into everything with total
commitment, and Captain Clegg is one of his finest roles. The script plays wonderfully off Cushing’s slight appearance. When first we
meet him in this film, he looks dainty and frail, and hardly the sort of man who could command a band of smugglers prone to dressing
up like skeletons and galloping through the swamps. But when it comes time for him to take charge, the transformation is remarkable,
and you absolutely believe him as the leader of men. “Absolutely believing him” is pretty
much the very definition of Cushing’s film career, as he was remarkably gifted at making
whatever was happening, no matter how outlandish, seem absolutely real.

Here, he benefits greatly from Hinds’ script, which affords him a degree of complexity and
depth very similar to what he enjoyed and challenged audiences with in the Frankenstein
movies. He is ostensibly the bad guy, heading up a smuggling ring, killing off informers,
and foiling Collier’s attempts to do an honest man’s work. But if he’s a bad guy, Cushing’s
Blyss is hardly evil, and his scenes with Oliver Reed and Yvonne Rainer allow him to radiate
warmth and care. As with the movie itself, Cushing’s role here is not among his iconic
performances, but it probably should be. Whether you call it Captain Clegg or Night
Creatures is unimportant. By any name, it’s top notch adventure all the way around.

http://teleport-city.com/wordpress
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Frankenstein Created Woman

Peter Cushing Centenary

In Brief

Using his brave new techniques, the Baron Frankenstein manages to migrate the souls
of two young lovers into the same body, transforming the disfigured Christina into a
beautiful woman. The two use Christina's voracious good looks as an instrument for
revenge against the men that crossed them! Terence Fisher returns to direct the fourth
in Hammer's FRANKENSTEIN series after Freddie Francis's slight misstep in the last.
FRANKENSTEIN CREATED WOMAN is built on a tragic love story that unfolds around
Hans and Christina, with Peter Cushing taking a step back behind his fellow cast
members. Fisher takes long, artful strides as always in the development of his moving
characters. The timely build leads up to the pair's perfectly-executed plot for revenge,
which draws greatly from classic fairy tales and traditional storytelling techniques. The
philosophical implications involving the existence of the soul and one's ability to
transcend death also weigh heavier than in Frankenstein's other outings. Along with the
fantastic performances by Thorley Walters, Robert Morris, and the ravishing Susan
Denberg, FRANKENSTEIN CREATED WOMAN not only becomes one of the series'
strongest sequels, but also one of Hammer's finest films!

Carl Manes, www.ilikehorrormovies.com

UK | 1967 | 86 minutes

In 1967 Hammer Films’ most famous director and one of the best ever filmmakers of
the horror genre Terence Fisher returned to helm his third Frankenstein feature.
‘Frankenstein Created Woman’ ignores the inferior Freddie Francis stand-alone effort
‘The Evil of Frankenstein’ (1964) which was a limp dick attempt in paying homage to the
previous Universal incarnations of the Mary Shelly mythology and was actually
distributed by the Hollywood studio. It was a shoddy shot in the foot for the franchise
with a terrible cartoonish screenplay and woeful SFX work. This entry put the series
back on track returning to the continuity established with Fisher’s own ‘The Curse of
Frankenstein’ (1957) and The Revenge of Frankenstein (1958) but with a refreshing new
take on the material.

The movie is a mixture of fairy tale atmosphere and science fiction themes with
Frankenstein’s experiments this time to isolate the soul and transplant it into a new
body entailing cryogenics and creating forcefields. It also has a revenge plot
incorporating elements that could arguably be influential to the rape and revenge and
slasher sub-genres. 

The film opens with a young boy Hans Werner witnessing the execution of his town
drunk father beheaded at the guillotine for the crimes of burglary and murder.
Forwarding many years later to Hans as a young man (Robert Morris), he is now taken
care of by Doctor Herz (Thorley Walters). Herz also happens to be a lab assistant to the infamous doctor Baron Victor Frankenstein
(late great genre veteran Peter Cushing) who Herz has just resurrected from being technically dead for an hour after being frozen.
Frankenstein realizes his past mistakes with his previous creature creations as when frozen his soul did not leave his body during that
time frame and so he takes a break from his physical experiments and concentrates on the metaphysical to capture the soul before it
leaves the body so it may live in another. 

In celebration of Herz’s successful revival of the good (or not) doctor he sends Hans to fetch a bottle of champagne. He decides to go
to a local cafe so he can see Christina (Susan Denberg) a disfigured and crippled waitress working for her father. While Hans is still there
three despicable young upper class men turn up to drink a bottle of wine. The leader of the trio of posh spoiled brats Anton (Peter
Blythe) asks specifically for Chritina to serve him and his friends Johann (Derek Fowlds) and Karl (Barry Warren) so that they can make
fun of her. When Christina has an accident spilling a glass of the wine on Anton he becomes furious pushing her away and calling her
a “bitch”. Hans demands an apology from Anton. When Anton refuses Hans attacks him and takes on Johann and Karl as well in a brawl.
When the police turn up and restrain Hans as he is holding a knife Christina’s father (Ivan Beavis) takes it away from him and Hans
threatens to kill him. 

This brash reaction in the heat of the moment proves to be Hans’ downfall as the three toffs return later that night while the cafe is
closed to break in to help themselves to the wine. When Christina’s father disturbs them when he returns to his establishment to pick
up his forgotten keys, they beat him to death with their canes. The next day after the discovery of the body, the police arrest Hans when
he turns up at the cafe. Put on trial with Anton testifying against him as a character witness he is convicted of the murder and sentenced
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to death. Seeing Hans beheaded at the guillotine before her very eyes
Christina commits suicide by throwing herself in the river. 

Frankenstein sees Hans’ death as the perfect opportunity to capture his
soul. After Herz procures his body, the two set about preserving it. After
completion they are brought to their place of work Christina’s body that has
just been retrieved from the river in which Frankenstein seizes the moment
and immediately plants Hans’ soul in her body. Repairing her facial scar and
disabilities and renamed Anna, she awakens as a striking picture of health
and a woman of such beauty. However, she has retained Hans’ memory and
takes revenge on the horrible rich boys who cost him his life.

The movie sets up the intriguing concept of the confusion felt by a man
living inside a woman’s body but never actually realizes these crossed
gender roles. On top of that, we also have here the bizarrely interesting idea
of the soul of a wrongly executed man and his vessel being his girlfriend’s
body who committed suicide that again is not elaborately explored.
Although, it is still a cleverly disturbing premise with Anna listening to the
commands of her dead lover Hans as she holds his severed head and obeys
his demands of seeking his retribution.

The film descends into a well ahead of its time prototype of rape and
revenge and slasher movies. Okay there is no rape committed on Christina
but the well executed sequences of her Hans driven body with a thirst for
revenge on the foul rich boys does indeed employ the sub-genre’s
characteristic traits. Anna lures her prey in with seductive charms with their

weakness for female flesh trapping them and it is too late by the time she uses what blunt instrument she has at hand. Despite the
missed opportunities here it is still very satisfying to see these loathsome upper class twats get their comeuppance and it makes a nice
change to see a piece of eye candy committing the murders this time around rather than a unsightly monstrosity dealing out the death.
There is also a social sub-text of the class system with the poor peasant boy taking revenge on the rich whom the justice system
favours.

Despite the brilliantly naturalistic Cushing taking more of a back seat in like a supporting role here playing a secondary role to the
characters of Hans and Christina/Anna, he still manages to steal the show eating up the screen whenever he is on it with his cool
persona delivering crisp dialogue so effortlessly. Playing more of a caring fatherly figure here to Christina/Anna this is the most empathic
we have seen the character of Baron Victor Frankenstein under the direction of Terence Fisher. Frankenstein has also lost the use of
his hands in this instalment due to them being severely burnt. This could be a direct reference to the destruction of his laboratory in
the climax of ‘Evil’ but  that was a stand-alone entry and in the following ‘Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed’ (1969) he has the full use
of his hands so the only logical explanation is that ‘Created Woman’ takes place after ‘Destroyed’ which ends in a burning house.
Another downside is that the title and the movie's promotion is misleading, as Frankenstein does not actually create a woman at all.

With another of Fisher’s trademark downbeat endings and although it has its shortcomings, ‘Frankenstein Created Woman’ is a worthy
effort and a solid addition to the Hammer Frankenstein franchise and to the great production company’s legacy in general. It might
not be quite as strong as the very best of the series - ‘Curse’, Revenge and ‘Destroyed’ but it is still well worth the time of any fan of
golden age horror and new genre fans looking to go back a bit further. Recommended.

Dave J. Wilson, http://cinematicshocks.blogspot.co.uk
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The Creeping Flesh

Peter Cushing Centenary

In Brief

Yet another of those enjoyable "leave your brain at home" Gothic tales that was
perhaps a little out of time to be a success. Certainly, there was more excess blood
than Hammer ever used, and director Freddie Francis upped the pace from his usual
stately approach to period pieces.

The Creeping Flesh (1972) is about the discovery of a Neanderthal skeleton in New
Guinea. Victorian scientist and archaeologist Emmanuel Hildern (Peter Cushing) returns
to London with the remains and accidentally discovers that water can make the flesh
regenerate on the skeleton. Hildern believes the skeleton contains pure evil, and hopes
to develop a vaccine against evil from it for use on his daughter Penelope (Lorna
Heilbron), who he fears will go insane like her mother. Hildern injects her with the
serum he has created, but instead of having the desired effect, she turns into a sex-
crazed murderer.

www.britmovie.co.uk

UK | 1973 | 94 minutes

Evil seems like such a simple, straightforward concept, and yet, in this ferociously
complex world of ours, it's about as easy to pin down as a glob of jello. I think it's
safe to say that one person's evil is another's necessity: "You see officer, I just had
to clobber him over the head before he could do the same to me-- he's the evil
one, not me…" In the end, it comes down to that old standard refrain, "I know it
when I see it…" (It also helps to clear up the ambiguity when the evil act is done
by someone who doesn't look like you, doesn't speak your language, doesn't
worship the way you do, and so on. Of course, when you do much the same thing,
there's always a good reason for what you did. Yep, real easy to spot, this thing
called evil… but I digress.)

A big attraction of classic horror movies is that they toss out the complexities of
the real world for one in which good and evil are easily discerned, the rules are
clearly laid out, and there's great entertainment in watching the protagonists deal
with the palpable evil in their midst.

In The Creeping Flesh, evil is very real, even measurable -- in the words of the intrepid Victorian scientist Emmanuel Hildren, "evil is a
disease." It's in the blood, and can be identified by simply examining a sample under a microscope. And yet, the evil of The Creeping
Flesh refuses to be conquered by science, and instead turns Hildren's best laid plans into catastrophe.

The story is told in flashback, as Hildren relates his extraordinary discoveries to a young visiting doctor in what appears to be the older
professor's well-appointed laboratory. It all starts when Hildren brings back an immense skeleton that he found buried in New Guinea.
Flushed with excitement, he explains to his somewhat dim assistant Waterlow that the cranium of his find is larger and thus more
advanced (a dubious proposition) than that of garden-variety Neanderthal man, but the skeleton was found in an far older rock layer.
As his prim, sheltered daughter Penelope waits patiently for her father to come to breakfast, Hildren crows to his assistant that his
skeleton will "revolutionize science" and perhaps earn him the prestigious Richter prize.

Hildren's excitement is interrupted by news from his half brother James, that his wife has died in the asylum that James runs. He
travels out to the asylum to meet with his half-brother, and in the short visit, an intense sibling rivalry emerges. It seems that in typical
Victorian fashion, Emmanuel has kept the mother's condition a secret from poor Penelope, leading her to believe that her mother
died years ago. The cold, arrogant James uses the dire family secret as leverage, telling his subdued brother that the tables have
turned, that he is now the respected man of science, and that he will be submitting his book on the origins of mental disease for the
Richter prize. And as a parting shot, he tells the dispirited Emmanuel that he won't be subsidizing any more expeditions to New Guinea
or anywhere else. As Emmanuel leaves the asylum, he witnesses an early form of electroshock performed on an unwilling patient who
screams with pain-- apparently these cruel experiments are the basis for Jame's so-called breakthrough in curing mental illness.

Back at his estate, Hildren turns his attention once more to the enigmatic skeleton. The scientist spills some water on one of the
skeleton's fingers, and watches in amazement as flesh forms quickly over the bone, ending in a giant, curved fingernail. The disquieting
development reminds him of a legend he heard in New Guinea, of a race of evil giants who had been conquered, but who were destined
to be revived by the tears of the gods -- rainwater -- to wreak havoc and evil on the world again. Curiosity overcoming fear, he takes a
blood sample from the newly formed finger, and compares the cells with a sample of his own blood. The cells from the finger even
look evil under the microscope -- black, spidery looking things that overwhelm normal cells when given the chance. The man of science
promptly decides that the spider cells are exactly that -- the root of evil (!!?)
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Goaded by James' arrogant claim of being on the fast track to scientific fame
and fortune, Hildren feverishly works on a vaccine against evil using cells from
the uncanny finger. Meanwhile, left to her own devices, Penelope breaks into
her mother's locked room and discovers that the woman  -- a glamorous
dance hall star -- had not died but instead had been declared insane and
committed to her uncle's asylum. The befuddled Hildren interprets her
natural reaction of shock and anger at his duplicity as a sign that she may
have inherited her mother's insanity. Desperate, he injects her with the
vaccine against evil (after having tested on just one aggressive monkey).
When the monkey turns up dead on the floor of his laboratory, and Waterlow
comments that it was fortunate that they didn't try the serum on a human
being, Hildren's face turns white. In trying to rid the world of evil, he has
unleashed it on his own family.

Her blood infected with ancient evil, shy Penelope turns into a ravishing
creature with wild, roving eyes who decides to don her mother's dancehall

dress and go paint the town red (with blood). After clawing a rich creep's face in a tavern, she then slashes the throat of a lusty sailor
who tries to force himself on her. Escaping from the angry mob, she runs straight into the arms of a huge brute who's escaped from
her uncle's asylum. They run up to the second floor of an abandoned warehouse. As the escaped inmate watches the mob from a
large open window, she hits him with a plank of wood, then gleefully mashes his hands with her heels as he desperately hangs onto
the window sill. He falls to his death. The police grab her and, irony of ironies, rush her off to her uncle's grim asylum.

His niece's sudden turn for the worse arouses James' curiosity. He noses around Emmanuel's estate. Finding the skeleton and his
brother's notes, he puts it all together and decides that the skeleton and its unusual properties might just be the capstone to his own
research on insanity. On a dark and stormy night, he has a henchman steal the skeleton from his brother's lab. As the man hauls the
huge thing out of the house, one of the skeletal hands dips momentarily into a pool of water. When Hildren discovers the theft, he
realizes to his horror that someone has taken the monstrous thing into a driving rain, where, according to legend, it will be revived to
spread evil across the world…   The film's ending is very reminiscent of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920), but in the very best dramatic
tradition, leaves a sliver of doubt in the careful viewer's mind.

Released in 1973, The Creeping Flesh looks and plays like classic Hammer costume horror from a decade earlier. The credits certainly
have fooled many people into believing it's a Hammer production: Cushing and Lee, Freddie Francis directing, and Hammer stalwart
Michael Ripper in a small role as a delivery man. Creeping Flesh was actually a co-production of modest Tigon Pictures and World Film
Services. Although, Hammer deserves credit, if only in an unofficial, inspirational capacity-- Tigon specialized in recreating the Hammer
look and feel in a number of low-budget horror films of the late '60s and early '70s, including Witchfinder General (1968; with Vincent
Price), and The Blood on Satan's Claw (1971).

This was one of the last pairings of Cushing and Lee in a horror film. Unfortunately, the two spend precious little screen time together.
Lee, like in many films, knits his brows together and acts alternately arrogant and peeved. In contrast, Cushing's performance is a
breathtaking roller coaster of emotions, from the initial excitement and joy of his archaeological discovery, to the depths of despair
as he realizes what he has done to his only daughter. But comparing the actors and their performances is comparing apples and
oranges-- Lee was above all a physical actor, at his absolute best when bounding down cobwebbed stairs as a very robust, snarling
Dracula, or swatting away tomb desecrators like flies as the enormous, intimidating Mummy. Cushing was the polar opposite -- the
master of nuanced emotion. Even when playing villains like Victor Frankenstein, he still managed to lend a smidgeon of humanity to
his characters. Cushing's Frankenstein betrays the very human exasperation of the A-type personality just wanting to be left alone to
do his work (fortunately most real workaholics are not quite as destructive in pursuit of their passions).

The other superlative performance is Lorna Heilbron's. She begins the film as prim, proper Penelope, whose greatest desire is to get
her absent-minded father to come to breakfast, and ends up as a wild-eyed, lascivious female animal on the prowl in the grimier parts
of Victorian England. One minute, you're thinking of her as just another pleasant supporting character, and the next, she's absolutely
commanding your attention, and you can't take your eyes off her. It's a shame there's not
more of her work on DVD-- The Creeping Flesh is one of only a handful of films on Lorna's
resume, the bulk of her work consisting of British television.

In certain respects, The Creeping Flesh was a doomed project, trying to emulate a style of
horror that seemed dated even in the mid-1960s. In 1973, Bob Clark's groundbreaking Black
Christmas (1974) was just a year away, and John Carpenter's icing on the slasher cake,
Halloween (1978), was just another few years down the road. At the time it was released,
the film was a curious anachronism. Now, with the tiresome slasher genre at an ebb again,
lovingly-crafted period pieces like The Creeping Flesh seem fresh and all the more
entertaining.

http://filmsfrombeyond.blogspot.co.uk
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Horror Express

Peter Cushing Centenary

In Brief

The Made with Spanish input, the Benmar film, Horror Express manages to mix the
bloodletting of a Spanish horror movie with the Gothic atmosphere of Hammer into a
final fusion of science fiction and horror. Set on the Trans-Siberian Express rolling
through China and Russia in 1906, it is the story of a fossilised primitive man discovered
by scientist Dr. Wells (Peter Cushing). Inside this shell is the spark of an alien life,
trapped by the cold of thousands of years. En route the ape-man defrosts and animates
the corpse, and at first it appears that the prehistoric man is rampaging through the
train. Professor Alexander Saxton (Christopher Lee), a colleague of Dr. Well’s, is at first
sceptical, but the appearance of a terrible monster suit soon convinces him otherwise.
Captain Kazak (Telly Savalas) interrupts the train as a Cossack with a platoon of men.

Supposedly investigating one of the deaths on board, he merely wreaks havoc after
being possessed. Also possessed is Conde Petrovski (Georges Rigaud), a Rasputin-
styled monk who believes the alien is the devil, and invites him into his body. With a
semi-literate script by Arnaud D’Usseau and Julian Halevy, this has the usual problems
of a pan-Europe production. However, Spanish director Eugenio Martin keeps it going
at a rapid pace, so the holes in the plot and some dodgy dubbing are not too
noticeable.

- www.britmovie.co.uk

UK / Spain | 1973 | 90 minutes

Here’s a little gem from a bygone era, a movie that many people
mistakenly assume is a Hammer or Amicus production, mainly due to the
principle actors and the period setting, and one of my personal favorites
from Ye Olden Days.

HORROR EXPRESS opens in 1906, in the Manchurian Mountains of China,
where British archeologist Sir Alexander Saxton (the incomparable Sir
Christopher Lee) has discovered in a cave the frozen corpse of a two
million year old apeman. As these were the days when Finders Keepers
was practically international law, he crates up the fossilized creature and
takes it back with him to Peking, where he arranges to board the famous
Trans-Siberian Express train back to Europe. While he does this, a thief
picks the lock on the crate, hoping to find something valuable within –
and is found dead, unmarked, his eyeballs turned white!

The train also plays host to an unlikely assortment of oddball characters and unlikely coincidences (playing up the homage to Agatha
Christie’s MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS): Dr Wells (the wonderful Peter Cushing), a rival of Sir Alexander’s, Wells’ traveling
companion Miss Jones (Alice Reinheart, and from the Rosie O’Donnell vibes the character gives off, she’s definitely not *that* kind of
traveling companion), Russian Inspector Mirov (Julio Pena), who boarded the train to investigate the thief’s death, and a bug-eyed
monk, Pujardov (Alberto de Mendoza), who found the thief’s body and declared the contents of the crate Eeeeevvvill! There’s also an
engineer, a spy, a Polish Countess, the Countess’ husband who has invented an alloy which sounds suspiciously like the first mention
on film of Unobtainium (an alloy which grows stronger with heat, as described in Hilary Swank’s THE CORE), but these are just
distractions, just like in a regular murder mystery.

During the course of the journey, Wells bribes a baggage man to drill a hole into
Sir Alexander’s fossil crate to get a look – only for the baggage man to die like
the thief, and for the apeman to reach out from within the crate and expertly
pick the lock keeping it in – almost as if it had obtained the thief’s skills… Mirov
confronts Sir Alexander and Wells when they find the apeman missing and the
baggage man’s body hidden in the crate. The Englishmen surmise that the fossil
revived and was responsible for all this, an astounding leap in logic that
nevertheless proves true, as it kills more people, before being shot dead by
Mirov.

An autopsy of one of the victims by Wells and Miss Jones finds the eyes whitened
by some boiling/microwave process, and the brains left smooth from having their
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memories wiped (is that how it works? No wonder I failed
Biology in high school) and absorbed via the eyes into the
creature’s own brain, accumulating information and skills.
Fortunately Mirov killed him.

Except he hadn’t. Unbeknownst to all, the creature is able to
possess the bodies of others. It claimed Mirov’s body, the only
visible clue being the right hand becoming furry and needing to
keep it hidden (why did that happen? Fuck you, that’s why).
Another autopsy finds images in the apeman’s eye fluid, images
dating back to prehistoric times, and even views of the Earth
from space. The creature is an extraterrestrial…

HORROR EXPRESS is a lively, claustrophobic romp, touching on
horror as well as science fiction. The isolated setting (where the
outside environment is hostile and safe stops are few and far
between) is novel, moving like the train itself.  And when the
body count continues to rise, outside help is summoned, in the
form of Cossack Captain Kazan (a pre-Kojak Telly Savalas!),

coming across like a vodka-swilling Columbo with a dry humor (when a passenger threatens to have him sent to Siberia for his actions,
he reminds her that he’s already living there!). The monk Pujardov, meanwhile, does an abrupt about-face when he thinks he’s been
on the wrong side all this time, and plays Renfield to the possessed Mirov.

Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing were best known from the various DRACULA films, but they had paired together in other movies:
THE SKULL, THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, DR TERROR’S HOUSE OF HORRORS, and this one, where their characters, while
adversarial, weren’t enemies. Lee’s Saxton is a cold, self-absorbed jerk at times, but warms up after his conscience is pricked over his
responsibility in the deaths onboard, even if they involved people beneath his social standing. Cushing’s Wells is a livelier gentleman,
less straitlaced, like your favorite grandfather who’ll let you see his dirty French postcards.

His performance in HORROR EXPRESS is even more touching in light of the background events surrounding Cushing at the time. It was
filmed during the first Christmas following the death earlier that year of Violet, his beloved wife of nearly 30 years, a loss that he would
never get over. Cushing had accepted the role, but on coming to Spain, with bad weather and bad food, he was understandably not
in the mindset to film. His departure would have threatened the production, but his old friend Lee and his family convinced Cushing
to stay on by reminiscing with him about the previous films they’d worked on together, much to the relief of the producers. The rest
of the cast hold their own, but I wanted to see more of Miss Wells and thuggish but honest Captain Kazan.

It was a Spanish production, on a low budget. The train interior sets and the train model used for the exterior shots were the same
that the producer/director had just used for PANCHO VILLA, which had just finished production (and which also featured Telly Savalas).
In fact, there was only one interior train set; all of the scenes for each train car (dining, sleeping, etc) were shot at once, and then the
set would be refurbished to appear as another car. The claustrophobic interior works extremely well, particularly during the climax,
when the alien pulls another trick from its proverbial sleeve, and telekinetically revives the bodies he killed to attack the survivors
(offering prescient echoes of the later Spanish TOMBS OF THE BLIND DEAD movies).

The script is also a little subversive at times in terms of addressing the issues of religion and science (filmed during the repressive
Spanish Franco regime, it tried to keep a foot in both camps). When Pujardov identifies that the inspector has been possessed, and
starts to doubt his own faith, he proffers himself as a sacrifice to the creature, who dismisses the religious fanatic’s offer with, “There’s
nothing in your head worth absorbing.” It lacks gore and nudity, but has oodles of action, atmosphere and pace, doesn’t outstay its
welcome (I’d love to have seen the major characters reunite for another outing).

Derek O’Brienhttp://anythinghorror.com
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